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Agenda

What you already know
- Registers are free, levels of logic, fanout

How we currently design
- Design, Implement, Timing Analysis, goto 10

How we have to change
- Work with the tools, not against them
- The fabric has to bend to the will of the designer, not the other way around

What this looks like
- Phys synthesis reports
- Tighter feedback loop
- Design for tools, not design for fabric



The FPGA world in 1996

10K30 was state of the art
- 1,728 4-LUTs / Registers, 12kbits RAM blocks

The three commandments
- 1) Use lots of registers - Registers are free
- 2) Logic depth is bad, see 1 - Because of the LUT delay, not the routing
- 3) Fanout / distance is bad, see 2 and 1 - Because of the routing utilisation

Schematics ruled
Some lazy, wasteful designers used VHDL, IP is for those that can’t design.
Cell delays dominated interconnect
Timing Analysis was fmax and I/O delays.



Timing Closure Loop

Edit Design

Synthesise

Place & 
Route

Timing 
Analysis



100x Increase in Complexity
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FPGAs delivering significantly more capabilities

>50K
Logic Elements >5M

Logic Elements

>500K
Logic Elements

1990’s

2010’s

2000’s

§ >5M logic element density
§ Up to 10 TFLOPs
§ >4X processor data throughput
§ 4X serial transceiver bandwidth
§ >50 serial protocols

§ >2.5 Tbps bandwidth for serial 
memory

§ >2.3 Tbps bandwidith for parallel 
memory (DDR4 @ 2666 Mbps)

§ 2X core performance (HyperFlex)



Interconnect Dominates Delay

Process Technology Scaling in an Increasingly Interconnect 
Dominated World (James Clarke, Intel, VLSI 2014)



Problem Statement

Our workload is 100x larger
Performance expectations have scaled with Moore’s Law
The technology is fundamentally different
We have fewer Engineers to do the job
Those Engineers can’t get to much of the source because it’s in IP

We have to reduce interconnect delay
We have to do it in a way that doesn’t burden the designer



Designer

Tools

Fabric
Mitigate the effects of interconnect

Abstract the Fabric, guide the designer. 

Work on functionality, and getting the best 
from the Tools



The Fabric
Mitigate	the	long	delays	from	modern	interconnect.
….at	a	viable	cost.



The Fabric - HyperFlex
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= Hyper-Register



Conventional Register Retiming
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Hyper-Retiming
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Hyper-Retiming step occurs AFTER
place & route!



The Tools
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Abstract	the	complex	fabric	away.
Guide	the	Designer.



Hyper-Retiming Tool Flow
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Design Entry

Synthesis

Place & Route

Hyper-Retimer

ALM ALM ALM

Logic Logic Logic

Hyper-Retiming done  
Post Place & Route

Register exists in the 
routing

Conventional      
Re-timing requires 

Place & Route



Retiming Example
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A B C D E F

Two registers in use Disabled Hyper-Registers

delay unit

Disabled 
Hyper-

Register



Implementing Hyper-Pipelining (the “hard” way)
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? ? ?

Conventional Pipelining
- Manually pipeline a block, by inserting registers at just the right place
- Can be very difficult to do for an arbitrary combinational block

- This effort can be complex and time-consuming (iterative by nature)
- Requires designers to know where and how many registers to add



Implementing Hyper-Pipelining (the “easy” way)
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Automatic Hyper-Pipelining 
- Run Fast-Forward Compile to learn which paths require more registers
- Add pipeline registers to the path (in HDL) before and after clock domains

- Allow the Hyper-Retimer to automatically distribute the register(s) to the optimal place



Retiming Restrictions

Asynchronous Clears
Synchronizers
Clock Crossings
False Paths and Multicycle Constraints
Dual-Clock RAMs



The Designer
Implement	Functionality
Work	with	the	tool	to	let	it	do	its	job



HyperFlex Performance Limit = Retiming Limit

Conventional designs: timing closure is “local” problem

- Timing closure issues between X and Y addressed locally (a critical path)

Retimed designs: timing closure is “global” problem

- Retiming gives freedom to balance across multiple register stages
- Performance is limited by (approximate) average delay, less quantization
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X YW Z

A B



The Critical Chain
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A B

In the presence of retiming, a “critical chain” is

From Register A through multiple registers to Register B
- Register A can’t be retimed forward any more
- Register B can’t be retimed backward any more
- Sometimes A and B are the same, indicating a loop

Performance is limited by the average delay of a register hop
Less additional delay quantization effect

A critical path abstracted to a higher level



Example Fast-Forward Compile Details Report
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List of speculative modifications (shown as 
steps) with fmax predictions for each

Critical Chain at Limit and 
Recommendations for Critical Chain for 
each speculation



Fast Forward Optimizations Applied Tab

Detailed Recommendations about what was done to the design (and what you 
can do) to reach this step in performance
No need to look at ALL recommendations; designer can handle 
busses/common inputs simultaneously
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Detailed 
recommendations about 
what was speculatively 
done to the design



Stratix 10 HyperFlex Application Notes
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Hyper-Retiming for 
Stratix 10 Designs
How it works
Understand what to 
do with register 
controls (async and 
sync clears, clock 
enables)

AN714 AN715 AN716
Hyper-Pipelining for 
Stratix 10 Designs
How it works
Understand how to 
use pipelining to 
optimize speed of 
your design
Example design flow

Hyper-Optimization
for Stratix 10 Designs
Interpret fast forward 
report file
Understand bottle-
necks limiting further 
performance gains
Know what to do 
about them




